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Abstract:
Today’s data centric environment both in industry and scientific domains depends on the
underlying network infrastructure and its performance, to deliver distributed application
workloads. As current technology enables faster storage devices and larger interconnect
bandwidth, there is a substantial need for novel system design and middleware architecture to
address increasing latency, scalability, and throughput requirements. In this talk, I will outline
network-aware data management and present solutions based on my past experience in largescale data migration between remote repositories. I will first introduce a flexible network
reservation algorithm for on-demand bandwidth guaranteed virtual circuit services. Flexible
reservations find best path in a time-dependent dynamic network topology to support predictable
application performance. I will then present a scheduling model with advance provisioning, in
which data movement operations are defined with earliest start and latest completion times. The
online scheduling of multiple requests relies on a simple but very efficient optimization technique
to generate near optimum results on-the-fly, while satisfying users’ time and resource constraints.
Within this scope, I will describe my experience in the initial evaluation of 100Gbps network as a
part of the Advance Network Initiative project. We needed intense fine-tuning, both in network
and application layers, to take advantage of the higher network capacity. End-system bottlenecks
and system performance play an important role especially in many-core platforms. I will
introduce a special data movement prototype, successfully tested in one of the first 100Gbps
demonstrations, in which applications map memory blocks for remote data, in contrast to the
send/receive semantics. This prototype was used to stream climate data over wide-area for inmemory application processing and visualization. I will conclude my talk with a brief overview
of my other related projects on runtime adaptive tuning and failure recovery of data transfer jobs,
and I/O aggregation and performance evaluation of distributed storage for collaborative science.
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